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COMPARE HT AND MT
§ English-Dutch
§ Generic NMT systems (GT, DeepL)

§ Tezcan, A., Daems, J., & Macken, L. (2019). When a `sport’ is a person 
and other issues for NMT of novels. 

§ Fonteyne, M., Tezcan, A., & Macken, L. (2020). Literary machine 
translation under the magnifying glass : assessing the quality of an 
NMT-translated detective novel on document level

§ Webster, R., et al. (2020). Gutenberg goes neural : comparing features 
of Dutch human translations with raw neural machine translation 
outputs in a corpus of English literary classics
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ERROR ANALYSIS
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ERROR ANALYSIS
§ Percentage of error-free sentences: 25-44%

Sense & Sensibility (Jane Austen): 5%

§ Main issues in literary NMT
§ Different types of mistranslations

§ Polysemous words
§ Multiword expressions

§ Coherence issues
§ Style & register problems
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LINGUISTIC CHARACTERISTICS
Neural Machine Translations 
§ Less lexically rich
§ Lower level of lexical and semantic cohesion
§ Tend to follow structures of source sentences more 

closely
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HT VS PE
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POST-EDITESE
§ Daems, De Clercq & Macken, L. (2017). Translationese

and post-editese : how comparable is comparable 
quality? 

§ Toral, A. (2019). Post-editese: An Exacerbated 
Translationese

§ Castilho and Resende (2022) Post- Editese in Literary 
Translations.
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POST-EDITESE
̶ Some effects found

̶ Simplification
‒ lower lexical variety (TTR)
‒ lower lexical density (content words ratio)

̶ Explicitation
‒ Length ratio
‒ Personal pronoun ratio

̶ …

̶ Inconlusive results
̶ Language pair
̶ Degree of postediting (light, vs. full)
̶ Background of translator/post-editor, …
̶ Literary genre
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MT à PE à REV
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CASE STUDY
§ Collaboration Nuanxed

§ Three successive versions
§ Machine Translation = DeepL
§ Post-edited version (CAT tool)
§ (Mainly) monolingually revised version (MS Word)

§ Automatic evaluation of 578 segments (1st chapter)
§ Manual evaluation of 200 segments
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THE STRANGER (THRILLER)
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‘No don’t like it!’ Alfie screeched. He shoved the porridge 
Fergus had cooked him across the table and burst into 
tears. The bowl skidded to the end of the table and 
promptly, inevitably, toppled over. It bounced, then clattered 
to a rest upside down and porridge globbed onto the 
linoleum floor. Alfie’s face was red as he sobbed. 
Fergus was baffled. As far as he was aware, Alfie had eaten 
porridge every morning for breakfast since he started taking 
solids, including yesterday morning, their first as a full-time 
twosome, which had passed without incident. What could 
possibly have upset him so much today?
‘We’re gonna have to throw that porridge in the bin now, 
that’s a bit rubbish, isn’t it?’



MANUAL EVALUATION: MT ERRORS
MT errors
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MANUAL EVALUATION: MT ERRORS
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27% error-free 
sentences



MANUAL EVALUATION: EDITING ACTIONS
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MANUAL EVALUATION: EDITING ACTIONS
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ANNOTATION
Editing actions (MT à PE)
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ANNOTATION
Editing actions (PE à REV)
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POST-EDITING & REVISION
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POST-EDITING & REVISION
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EXAMPLES
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RESULTS
§ MT quality relatively good

§ PE: 44% MT error corrections vs. 24% preferential 
changes

§ REV: 86% preferential changes
§ Both mainly lexico-semantic changes

àThe revisor often made information and relations that 
the reader might be able to infer from the context explicit

àIncreased explicitness: explicitation & coherence marker
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DISCUSSION
§ PE & REV: two different (cognitive) processes. 
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§ PE
§ Bilingual in nature
§ CAT tool 
à text segmented 
at sentence level

§ REV
§ Monolingual process
§ MS Word
à easier to focus on 
whole text



DISCUSSION
§ Many edits fall within two subcategories that are often 

considered as translationese
§ Kruger (2017) The effects of editorial intervention: 

Implications for studies of the features of translated 
language à monolingual editing and translation share 
certain similarities

§ Limitation: 1 post-editor and 1 revisor
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HT VS MT
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§ Published human 
translations HT

§ How is HT created?
§ HT1 + REV? 

?
≠
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NEXT STEPS
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NEXT STEPS
§ Creative shifts (cf. Guerberof-Arenas and Toral 2020)

~ translation difficulties

§ Is three-stage process of automatic translation followed by 
post-editing and revision is a viable alternative to human 
translation followed by revision?
§ Translation reception studies
§ Eye-tracking studies
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NEXT STEPS
§ Generic vs. customized MT (Lilt)

§ SOURCE: Was I mistaken, or had I seen one of these boys 

before – the one with the ginger hair?

§ GENERIC MT: Had ik een van deze jongens eerder gezien, of 

had ik een van die jongens gezien? Die met het ginger

§ CUSTOM MT: Vergiste ik me, of had ik eerder een van deze 

jongens gezien, degene met het roodharige haar?
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NEXT STEPS
§ Generic vs. customized MT: stylometry
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